Abstract: TLS, and SSL before it, has long supported the option for clients to authenticate to servers using their own certificates, but this capability has not been widely used. However, with the development of its Push Notification Service, Apple has deployed this technology on millions of devices for the first time. Wachs et al. [42] determined iOS client certificates could be used by passive network adversaries to track individual devices across the internet. Subsequently, Apple has patched their software to fix this vulnerability. We show these countermeasures are not effective by demonstrating three novel active attacks against TLS Client Certificate Authentication that are successful despite the defenses. Additionally, we show these attacks work against all known instances of TLS Client Certificate Authentication, including smart cards like those widely deployed by the Estonian government as part of their Digital ID program. Our attacks include in-path man-in-themiddle versions as well as a more powerful on-path attack that can be carried out without full network control.
that those devices are constantly sending and receiving network traffic, often unprovoked by and unknown to the user themselves.
Many people naïvely believe they are anonymous on the Internet, but researchers have repeatedly uncovered scenarios in which mobile devices transmit unencrypted, unique identifiers across a network [11, 26, 42] . When these identifiers are sent over the Internet, or even a local network, it makes tracking of the associated devices and correlation of their traffic possible.
For example, researchers have found the way many devices utilize 802.11 Media Access Control (MAC) addresses and cellular International Mobile Equipment Identities (IMEI) and International Mobile Subscriber Identities (IMSI) can make them particularly vulnerable to tracking [15, 25, 29, 30, 34] . As such, Operating System (OS) vendors and network standards bodies have implemented protocols and policies to mitigate these vulnerabilities. Specifically, Android's Marshmallow OS and iOS 8 introduced MAC address randomization, albeit with mixed results [31, 40] .
Exposing a device's unique identifiers to mobile applications has likewise raised significant privacy concerns [19, 21] . In response, Android and Apple have implemented stricter safeguards limiting an application's access to these persistent device identifiers [10] . Similarly, applications may construct their own unique and persistent software identifiers, unwittingly creating tracking identifiers outside the OSes purview and protection [20, 39] .
The niche use of TLS Client Certificate Authentication (CCA), in addition to hardware and application identifiers, is another privacy concern. The use of CCA for mutual client-server web authentication while not widespread, has been increasingly utilized for a variety of country-wide digital ID systems [6, 33] . By design, CCA relies on client certificates which contain parameters that are unique to the user and can unintentionally create trackable identifiers. These attributes can be tied to a user's network activity and mobility behavior, which may cause a significant privacy concern. An attacker can further correlate a user's traffic by combining the observed certificate attributes with previously mentioned persistent, globally unique identifiers.
CCA when implemented using the current Transport Layer Security (TLS) 1.2 standard, transmits the unique client certificate to the server prior to the point in the TLS handshake where encryption is established. As such, the certificate and unique client attributes are exposed as plaintext communication [24, 35] .
Recent work by Wachs et al. [42] identified a significant privacy risk [2] in the use of CCA in conjunction with Apple's Apple Push Notification service (APNs). Since client certificates are sent unencrypted to the server, exposing unique information within the client certificate, they can allow adversaries to identify users and/or profile their online behavior [42] . This attack was particularly alarming because it applied across the entire Apple ecosystem, and Apple makes up a large share of mobile devices currently in use.
Wachs et al. [42] coordinated with Apple to fix the vulnerability they discovered and protect the privacy of APNs CCA by deferring the transmission of client certificates until after the TLS handshake. Additionally, Parsovs [35] and Johansson [24] have suggested extensions to TLS and modifications to client browsers to likewise protect the confidentiality of client certificates during CCA.
Contributions
In our paper we show that the existing techniques to protect client privacy during CCA are insufficient. We provide three novel attacks, two in-path and one onpath, circumventing all known CCA privacy protection techniques. For the distinction between in-path and onpath, see the work of Marczak et al. [28] . First, we employ these attacks to defeat Apple's initial mitigations for CCA privacy vulnerabilities. We worked with the Apple security team to ensure responsible disclosure of these vulnerabilities, and with Apple's release of iOS 11 and macOS High Sierra OSes they were effectively patched. Additionally, our disclosure directly resulted in the APNs CCA mitigation protection for Windows devices running Apple iTunes.
We extend the practicality of these attacks with a variety of TCP reset techniques, further highlighting the real-world impact of the vulnerabilities exposed. TCP reset attacks are not novel on their own, however, when used in tandem with our TLS attacks they provide a robust attack framework which illustrates a practical use case.
Although Apple has patched the vulnerability on their devices, our attack remains relevant due to slow adoption rates of new mobile OS software. We estimate from published data that nearly 50% of iOS devices remain vulnerable to our attacks [8] . Additional real-world tests, depicted in Table 1 , were conducted on a large corporate network and are consistent with these reports. As such, our attacks remain effectively employable against a large population of the Apple ecosystem.
Next, we evaluate our attacks against CCA-enabled secure websites. Prior to conducting our active attacks, we inspect the status of CCA privacy related mitigation strategies. Surprisingly, our analysis of Estonia's digital ID infrastructure revealed a large percentage of web servers still failing to protect the exposure of the client certificate from existing passive attacks. Approximately ∼40% of the 78 tested Estonian websites are configured to transmit CertificateRequest messages prior to encryption establishment during the TLS handshake, thereby exposing the client certificate. Disturbingly, this figure actually represents an increase from ∼33% reported by a 2014 study [35] .
While the mitigation strategies proposed by Parsovs [35] and Johansson [24] exhibit low adoption rates, we evaluate the effectiveness of our attacks against these strategies. Our tests indicate two attacks are viable, including our in-path replay attack which is universally effective regardless of TLS server configurations.
Finally, we discuss possible mitigation strategies for our attacks. In the case of Apple, having control of the entire APNs CCA client-server infrastructure affords the luxury of implementing a proprietary, application layer solution. CCA systems supporting traditional web login services, however, are unable to enforce client-side privacy actions, as they cannot compel specific client behaviors in response to our attacks.
As such, we posit that widespread, successful mitigation of our attacks requires full-scale adoption of TLS 1.3. TLS 1.3 introduces a new handshake protocol that mandates encrypted transmission of client certificates. Unfortunately, eliminating the privacy and tracking concerns enumerated in our work entirely necessitates revoking support for TLS 1.2 on both clients and servers in order to prevent downgrade attacks. Since TLS 1.3 is still years from widespread adoption, we echo the recommendation of [35] that browser manufacturers include notifications when TLS client certificates are sent unencrypted, which would indicate either a poorly configured server or a potential Man in The Middle (MiTM) attack. To that end we have disclosed to major browser vendors (Microsoft, Apple, Mozilla, and Google) and are currently coordinating with Mozilla and Apple towards such a solution.
Background
TLS is used ubiquitously across the Internet to provide authentication and confidentiality to communications between clients and servers [17, 38] . In the most prevalent use case, the server authenticates to the client using an X.509 certificate containing a valid chain of trust. After the server authenticates itself, a secure channel is established based on a session key derived by the client and server during the handshake. At this point, if the client needs to authenticate to the server (say, to login to their account) then they send a password over this secure channel at the application layer and it is verified by the server.
However, TLS also supports the ability for clients to verify their identity to the server using their own X.509 certificate. This option, called CCA, is initiated by the server, who sends a CertificateRequest message along with its ServerHello to indicate the client should send a certificate. The client then responds to the server with a ClientCertificate message which includes their certificate. Figure 2a illustrates this process.
While it is possible for a client certificate to be manually installed into a web browser, in practice CCA often uses certificates stored on a smart card inserted into a device's smart card reader. When the browser receives a CertificateRequest message from the server, it displays a modal dialog box to the user to confirm which certificate the user would like to send for authentication. After the client interacts with the dialog box, the certificate is sent to the server. Figure 1 shows an example of this dialog box in a modern browser.
Once a client certificate is sent across the network, an adversary that observes this traffic can uniquely identify the user that sent it. Oftentimes, this certificate includes the user's full name, email address, and/or a national-or corporate-specific identifier [6, 24, 35] ; at the very least, it contains a certificate serial number that can be used to correlate traffic from the same user. An attacker seeking to take advantage of this privacy vulnerability may capture client certificates anywhere along the network path from the client to the server. For example, CCA taking place on an unencrypted wireless access point at a coffee shop exposes users' certificates to adversaries within 802.11 transmission range. Internet Service Providers, from residential to Internet backbone Autonomous Systems, transit the client certificates of their customers; recent work suggests eavesdropping capabilities on less than a dozen networks globally allows the tracking of ∼80% of APNs messages. [42] 
Methodology
We evaluate the use of CCA in two ecosystems: first, the Apple APNs infrastructure and second, secure website digital-ID-based authentication. Our observations reveal a remarkable inconsistency in adoption of privacy mitigation strategies. Furthermore, even when effort has been employed to protect the CCA-based exposure of Personally Identifiable Information (PII) our analysis reveals inherent TLS flaws preventing such mitigation attempts.
Ethical Considerations
In order to evaluate the novel attacks we present in this work, we conduct a variety of experiments on lab devices owned by the authors and the authors' institutions. These devices were allowed to communicate with legitimate network services. Each of the attacks presented here were against our devices, and when successful, resulted in the exposure of our lab related certificates and associated PII. Given the nature of our data experiments, we consulted with our Institutional Review Board (IRB).
The primary concerns of the IRB centered on: i) the information that we collected, and ii) whether the experiment collects data "about whom" or "about what." Because we limit our analysis to TLS packets of our own devices, we do not observe sensitive PII. Our experiment was therefore determined to not be human subject research. Finally, in consideration of beneficence and respect for persons, our work presents no expectation of harm, while the concomitant opportunity for network measurement and security provides a societal benefit. 
Infrastructure Setup
We construct our research network using personally and institutionally owned equipment in order to observe normal, unaltered TLS communications between our client devices and TLS CCA-enabled services on the Internet. Our design allows us to easily extended our experiments to inspect client and server transmitted packets, modify any observed transmissions, and inject our modified traffic back into our network. Additionally, we conducted test cases where we assume the role of a weaker active adversary we call an on-path attacker. Unlike an in-path attacker, an on-path attacker can observe client transmitted packets and inject their own packets to the client or server, but is unable to modify any traffic sent by the legitimate client or server. This models a scenario like an open WiFi network, where other clients do not control the network but can spoof messages.
This simple design is implemented using a commodity-grade laptop running Arch Linux 2017 configured with two 802.11 wireless interfaces. The first interface connects to our Internet gateway, the second, using create_ap, acts as a bridged interface. Using Wireshark we capture all client and server-based communications, as well as any data we inject into our network. Our initial observations evaluate the parameters, attributes, and client-server messages transmitted during CCA. Furthermore, we evaluate and document the observed modifications to the TLS handshake when privacy mitigation strategies have been employed for CCA.
After completing the evaluation of current CCA implementations we proceed to test a variety of in-path MiTM attacks using Scapy to conduct packet inspection and injection. Lastly, an additional laptop, acting as an on-path attacker, injects crafted packets with Scapy directly onto the local network of the targeted client device.
Analysis

Apple Push Notification Client Service
Wachs et al. [42] suggest the use of TLS 1.3 as a solution to APNs client certificate privacy leakage by moving the CertificateRequest message until after the TLS encryption handshake has been completed, thereby obscuring fields that can be used to create cryptographically unique fingerprints of devices utilizing APNs. As a result, Apple implemented this client certificate obscuration feature of TLS 1.3 in TLS 1.2 using an application layer protocol extension. Figure 2a depicts the behavior in Apple devices prior to iOS 10.2.1 and macOS 10.12.3; Figure 2b shows the client certificate sent to the server as encrypted application data in devices running iOS version 10.2.1 or macOS 10.12.3 and later. The updates were implemented using an upgraded Application Layer Protocol Negotiation (ALPN), specifically a transition from apns-security-v2 to apns-security-v3 within the TLS 1.2 standard.
We explore the effectiveness of this mitigation technique and highlight three novel attacks that circumvent this practice. First, we evaluate the CCA TLS handshake process prior to Apple's mitigation deployment. Next, we examine the CCA behavior using Apple's protected CCA framework derived from [42] . Several key observations were identified revealing significant implementation flaws within the TLS protocol. These flaws, which we illustrate in practice, allow for the systematic retrieval of CCA derived PII.
In-Path ALPN Downgrade Attack
An initial active attack on APNs use of CCA requires an attacker be positioned in the path between the client device and the APNs server the client is attempting to authenticate with. Unlike the previous vulnerability, in which the client PII was trivially exposed, this requires an active attacker who can observe and modify transmitted packets between the server and client.
This attacker, upon intercepting the ClientHello message sent by the client device, modifies the ALPN extension attribute from apns-security-v3 to apns-security-v2, thereby indicating to the APNs server that the client does not support the recently improved privacy safeguards. The server responds with the previously vulnerable sequence of messages; namely, the server sends the CertificateRequest message prior to the TLS encryption handshake establishment, causing the client to respond with its certificate with cryptographically unique identifiers exposed. Figure 3a demonstrates how an in-path attacker might intercept the ClientHello message to downgrade the apns-security version used.
In-Path CertificateRequest Replay Attack
A second in-path attack, depicted in Figure 3b , requires that a previous CertificateRequest has been saved by the attacker from a less secure apns-security-v2 session -any CertificateRequest will suffice, as it is client device agnostic. Presumably, attackers in all three threat models described in [42] -local network, regional, or global adversaries -will have access to a myriad of unencrypted CertificateRequest messages.
The attack is carried out when a client attempts to establish a connection with an APNs server. The attacker first observes the ServerHello and corresponding ServerCertificate, ServerKeyExchange, and ServerHelloDone messages. The attacker simply modifies these messages to include the previously stored CertificateRequest and updates relevant TCP and IP header values accordingly. As before, the client responds with the client certificate, exposing its unique identifiers.
We believe this behavior is most likely due to an oversight when implementing apns-security-v3. Ostensibly, if the client is connecting with version 3 of the protocol, it should not respond to CertificateRequest messages, but the API in iOS requires that the potential client certificates be specified before the connection is initiated. This means the client does not know whether it will ultimately negotiate to use version 2 or 3 at the point that it has to specify client certificates to the TLS layer. iOS 11 appears to fix this problem by disallowing TLS client certificates entirely, making it impossible to use apns-security-v2.
On-Path APNs Server Spoofing
The last attack, an on-path attack, does not require the attacker to modify either client or server packets in cases when the attacker is merely an observer on the same transmission medium; an attacker observing a client on an open 802.11 network is a likely and relevant threat. This method requires the attacker to prepare a modified version of the expected server response in advance as described below.
Prior to an attack the adversary must first gather the required server-based messages. The attacker must force an APNs server to respond with a cipher suite that does not include ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key exchange. This is necessary as an ephemeral key exchange includes an additional ServerKeyExchange message which contains a signature that protects against replay attacks. The APNs appear to support only ellipticcurve ephemeral Diffie-Hellman (ECDHE) and RSA, so this amounts to removing elliptic-curve cipher suites as an option.
The attacker must prepare a server certificate, as would normally be sent during any TLS connection, but this certificate must include an RSA public key and not an elliptic curve one. This is because when elliptic curve public keys are used for key exchange the TLS protocol also includes an additional signature field that prevents replay attacks. Since we are basically executing a modified replay attack, and we do not actually have the private key, we cannot produce that signature and the attack would fail. Therefore we must have an RSA-based certificate which will not cause the client to expect any signature. The default certificate that APN servers transmit does use an elliptic curve public key, however by sending a carefully crafted ClientHello message we can force the APN to send an RSA certificate instead, which can be used to carry out an on-path attack. More generally, this means that a similar attack on other servers can only work if those servers have published an RSA certificate. Fortunately RSA certificates are the most common TLS certificates by far [22] .
To obtain a non-ephemeral response, we generate modified ClientHello messages advertising no support for ECDHE cipher suites or elliptic curve extensions, as well as removing support for most RSA suites, as some RSA suites were identified through trial and error to fail to establish a TLS client response from the server. Specifically, the attacker removes all elliptic curve cipher suites, elliptic curve signature algorithms, ALPN, status request, signed certificate timestamp, and extended master secret fields from its forged ClientHello message. The server responds with non-elliptic curve ServerHello, Certificate, CertificateRequest, and ServerHelloDone messages.
Additionally, when presented with these cipher suites as options the server responds by choosing TLS 1.0 instead of TLS 1.2. To obtain a proper client response to this message, we further modify the server messages by changing the TLS version from 1.0 back to 1.2, adding the ALPN apns-security parameters into the SeverHello, and modify the cipher suite chosen by the server from TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA to TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256. The resulting data is saved for later use. The actual attack, depicted in Figure 4 , is carried out when an eavesdropper observes a ClientHello message on the network. The attacker spoofs a response from the server using the aforementioned saved server response messages, considering carefully the TCP and IP header field values in its forged server response. The adversary must, for example, be aware of both the client's and server's next expected sequence numbers in order to be in the TCP receive window of client device.
Furthermore, all Apple client devices were observed using the TCP Timestamp Option defined in [23] , which requires additional state to be tracked by an attacker in order to successfully impersonate the APNs server. In order for a forged TCP segment to be accepted by the victim device's TCP implementation, the attacker must echo the Timestamp Value (TSval) field of the victim device's last segment in its spoofed packet's Timestamp Echo Reply (TSecr) field. Although we experimentally determined that the IP Time-To-Live field need not be within any range of the actual APNs server's packets' IP TTL when it reaches the victim, previous work [14] has suggested monitoring received packet TTL values as a defense mechanism against accepting forged data from attackers (though other research shows that legitimate IP TTL values vary wildly in practice, and suggest that IP TTL-based spoofing countermeasures are an unreliable defense at best [44] .) Nevertheless, as a best practice, we suggest an adversary attempting to execute this attack inject server messages with an IP TTL that closely matches that of the legitimate traffic from the APNs server. Upon properly adjusting our spoofed traffic's IP and TCP header values and injected our forged server response, the client responds with the client certificate, completing the attack by exposing its certificate.
Attack Extensions via TCP Reset
An important limitation of these attacks is the adversary must be present and active during the initial TLS handshake in order to execute them. This is somewhat limiting, especially in the Apple scenario, because TLS sessions can be built on top of long-lived TCP connections that last for hours.
In order to exploit these vulnerabilities at will, an attacker also then needs a method to force a new TLS handshake. One way to do this is to force the underlying TCP connection to close. Malicious actors, both in and on the path between communicating end systems, and those off-path or blind to the end systems' communications, have long attempted to use specially crafted TCP messages to terminate established connections [43, 46] . Off-path adversaries face the difficulty of guessing the active sequence number space being used by both endpoints of the communication, and much work has been done to quantify the difficulty of off-path connection resets, decrease the likelihood of an attacker's success, and survey the state of adoption of mechanisms designed to thwart off-path attackers in the wild [27, 36, 37] .
By contrast, our threat model focuses on two distinct scenarios: i. attackers that are in the path between the communicating devices (for e.g., Autonomous System-or nation-state-level adversaries), and ii. adversaries who are on the path sharing a broadcast communication channel or are within range of the channel in order to passively observe traffic between the victim and the end system with whom it is communicating (for e.g., an 802.11 wireless link.) The most infamous example of nation-state government censorship, the so-called "Great Firewall of China", interferes with established TCP connections by sending a series of forged TCP Re- set (RST) packets to the endpoint within China, causing the TCP connection to abort [14, 44, 45] . Further, Comcast, a large American Internet Service Provider, was reported to use forged TCP RST packets in order to bar the use of the BitTorrent file-sharing system on its network [16, 18] . In our work, we leverage forged TCP RSTs to force the close of a (relatively) long-lived TCP connection to passively observe CCA sent during the initial TLS handshake, or actively modify TLS connection establishment messages in order to force identifiers to be sent prior to message encryption. In our laboratory environment, we observed the APNs TLS sessions established were long-lived, persistent TCP connections, which limits the scope of our attacks due to the need to modify or spoof TLS handshake messages in order to obtain the client certificate. In order to overcome this limitation, we found simple TCP RST or SYN-based reset attacks forced all iOS devices to renegotiate a new TCP/TLS connection, thereby allowing us to attack any iOS devices on the network. A variety of triggers are plausible to initiate such reset attacks, as the APNs servers are on well-known /8 networks, the APNs TLS ports are well-known, and clients on a LAN will have Apple OUI-based MAC addresses. Further, attackers on the local network of the victim device or in the path between the victim and the APNs server will have access to the TCP and IP header field values necessary to populate the forged TCP messages to close these connections, force a new TLS handshake to occur, and provide an opportunity to mount one of the three attacks.
APNs Vulnerability Scope
All versions of iOS and macOS, as well as Windows devices running iTunes, are, with the exception of iOS 11+ and macOS High Sierra, vulnerable to each of the three attacks [3]. Our responsible disclosure efforts resulted in forthcoming security patches, mitigating attacks against Windows iTunes clients [4].
Apple's published operating system adoption rate statistics, derived from the Apple Store on November 6th 2017 indicate that 48% of iOS devices are vulnerable to passive exposure as well as our novel attacks [8] . Additionally, using the techniques described by Anderson and McGrew [13] we conduct real-world tests on a large enterprise network November 9th-14th. Due to the resulting observed low-adoption rates, these ground-truth results illustrated in Table 1 highlight the significant number of still vulnerable devices. In particular, laptops running OS X exhibit a significantly low adoption rate. The observed daily average of High Sierra OS X devices was 15%, leaving 46% and 39% of observed devices vulnerable to our active attacks and the previously disclosed passive exposure. We also note these numbers likely show a higher than average adoption rate for iOS 11 due to the fact that the test was conducted on the enterprise network of a technology company, where users are likely to be more security conscious compared to the population at large. Table 1 derived via collaboration with the authors of Anderson and McGrew [13] is based strictly on the authors ground truth knowledge of the client device's operating system. The table represents the totality of the iOS and macOS users observed within the testing window. At no time were our attacks attempted on this enterprise network. Actual tests of our in-path and onpath attacks were levied across Apple's device and OSs. All tests were conducted solely on our laboratory devices, and as such contain no PII. Apple confirmed our OS version vulnerability conclusions as part of our dialog initiated during responsible disclosure.
HTTPS CCA via Digital-ID
Gemalto, a global digital security company advertises support to over 40 national eID programs [6] . While the overall use of HTTPS CCA is low representative to more common authentication methods, the increasing implementation of national digital identification systems illustrates a growing privacy concern.
Estonia claiming to have the most highly-developed national ID card system in the world [7] , serves as a CCA privacy case study. Over 98% of Estonia's population have been issued a digital government ID allowing for CCA to banking, medical, government, and many other national service websites. A 2014 study by Parsovs [35] evaluated the privacy settings of Estonia's digital-ID CCA web servers. Specifically, the author evaluates the mitigation strategy in which the Apache mod_ssl SSLVerifyClient parameter is configured to protect the client certificate from trivial adversarial exposure.
We recreate this test, observing surprising results, namely a decreased implementation of this privacy preserving technique. Our results indicate that ∼40% of the 78 tested Estonian websites are currently configured to transmit CertificateRequest messages outside a protected channel. Disturbingly, this represents an increase from ∼33% of insufficiently configured web servers. We conclude a representative portion of Estonia's digital-ID CCA infrastructure remains insufficiently protected, exposing the client certificate, allowing for trivial retrieval. Next, we evaluate our active attacks against CCA-enabled websites, including web servers configured to protect trivial exposure of the client certificate.
In Section 4.1 we introduced three attacks, the first an in-path attack targeting the ALPN attribute utilized by APNs to distinguish the security version, whereby the server and client negotiate a secure client certificate exchange. As website-based CCA uses no such parameter to protect the exchange of the client certificate this downgrade attack is not applicable against HTTPS CCA schemes.
Implementing our next technique, the CertificateRequest in-path replay attack, we modify an observed ServerHello message, injecting a previously captured CertificateRequest into the message sequence. All HTTPS CCA utilizing TLS 1.2 or lower, begins with the RFC defined [38] sequence of messages, whereby we inject our replayed messages as described in Section 4.1.2. The resulting observations of our attacks across the breadth of representative web servers reinforce the fundamental TLS flaw depicted in our APNs attack evaluations, specifically TLS 1.2 offers no warning or protection against attacker modified packets prior to the completion of the TLS handshake. As such we find 100% of HTTPS CCA remains vulnerable to our novel attack.
Lastly, we assess the feasibility of the on-path attack where an adversary spoofs the servers initial TLS handshake messages, including the CertificateRequest message required to elicit a certificate from the client. This attack relies on a race-condition scenario where an attacker is unable to directly modify a server message but has the ability to inject pre-crafted messages destined for the client network.
This attack works against all known browsers, with the only practical limitation being that a valid certificate must be available for the targeted server that includes an RSA public key. Since the server certificate is validated before the client responds with its own certificate, an attacker must send a valid certificate. Furthermore, since elliptic curve cipher suites require the server to send an additional signature in the ServerHello message that prevents replay attacks, this on-path attack can only be successfully executed with RSA-based key exchange, and hence and RSA public key in the certificate. Fortunately, RSA certificates are available for the vast majority of websites [22] .
Using Cisco Umbrella's website popularity list [9] we confirm the findings of [22] . We run the cipherscan tool [1] using the top 200 thousand websites identified by Cisco Umbrella, extracting the supported handshake protocols from the resulting TLS certificate transactions. Our results show ∼93% of the resulting 182,656 successful connections support RSA-based key exchanges.
When an RSA certificate is available this attack is significantly more powerful than the generic in-path attack. It works even when an on-path attacker can only observe client traffic in which they don't have any actual control over the network.
During our analysis of websites implementing CCA, we discovered several that exhibit the curious behavior of establishing a single, long-lived TLS connection upon the initial user logon, but then spawn new TLS connections with CCA when the user interacts with the website after authentication. These "interactionbased" TLS CCA connections persist for a relatively short amount of time, closing after the user-requested object had been transmitted from the server to the client. While resetting the long-lived TLS connection with a TCP RST is a potential avenue for obtaining a client certificate, we observe that in these situations, the configuration of the server causing multiple TLS connections offers numerous opportunities to conduct our in-path and on-path attacks. Further, resetting the persistent, long-lived TLS connection causes the browser to require user interaction to reselect the desired certificate to authenticate with the server again; whereas waiting for user interaction to spawn a short-lived, nonpersistent TCP/TLS connection creates an opportunity for the attacker to attempt an attack without disrupting the user experience. In our initial Apple APNs case study, resetting the long-lived TLS TCP connection is unlikely to ever be noticed by a user, as push notifications are not expected to arrive at a particular time.
Mitigating Attacks
Strategies for defeating client certificate surveillance attacks fall into two categories: defense against passive attacks and defense against active attacks.
Passive Attacks
The most secure defense against these attacks is to move client authentication out of TLS and into the application layer. This allows for the client certificate to be encrypted at all times and successfully prevents passive attacks. However, for many applications using TLS (like HTTPS) it is not possible for the application developer to make changes to the underlying protocol. There are some commercial solutions that perform client authentication using, for example, Java applets [5] , which are outside of the normal TLS negotiation, but there are no standards that we are aware of for performing this type of authentication.
The best standards-compliant defense against the passive observation of client certificates is to allow clients to connect to the server without specifying a client certificate, and then perform client authentication during an immediate TLS renegotiation. This has the benefit of sending the client certificate encrypted with the already established session key, obscuring it from eavesdroppers. Such a strategy is possible with Apache web server, for example, by configuring mod_ssl with the SSLVerifyClient directive in a directory context [35] .
Active Attacks
Unlike the passive version of this attack, our new active attack seems to be very difficult to mitigate. Again, if the client authentication is moved entirely into the application layer then theoretically the active attack would also be prevented. We see this done by Apple in iOS 11 where they incorporate client authentication into their APNS protocol and configure both the client and server not to use TLS client certificates. However, this is only possible for Apple because they have complete control over both the server and client. For most uses of client certificates, the client is a generic unmodified browser and cannot run a custom application layer protocol to perform authentication.
Defenses that work against passive attacks, like Java applets or session renegotiation, unfortunately cannot help against an active attacker because they all come into effect too late in the protocol. The active attacker inserts the CertificateRequest into the TLS negotiation at the first server message, before any authentication or integrity information is exchanged. At this point there is no feasible way for the client to know whether it legitimately comes from the server or was inserted fraudulently. Even cipher suites which provide some extra integrity check during the handshake, like ECDHE, do not attempt to provide integrity for the CertificateRequest message and so cannot prevent this attack.
In TLS 1.3, client authentication is moved to a later stage of the protocol, after the session key has been established. However, not even full implementation of TLS 1.3 (which is still some time away) will entirely mitigate an active attack as long as clients still support TLS 1.2 as a fallback. An attacker can simply intercept traffic between the server and client and force them to use TLS 1.2 or even carry out the handshake entirely with the client in an on-path attack. Downgrade attacks are an unfortunate consequence of backwards compatibility, and have already been shown to be very dangerous in TLS [12, 32] . We see only two complete defenses against an active attack: -Browsers can be modified to provide a setting that prevents client certificates from being sent unencrypted during a TLS negotiation. This would require manual opt-in by all potentially effected users, or else risk not allowing connections to noncomplying servers. -Browsers and servers can fully implement TLS 1.3 and refuse to do client authentication with servers that do not support it.
Neither of these are currently feasible given the broad range of devices and users that need to be supported by most web applications.
TCP Reset
An orthogonal question is whether our TCP reset technique can be prevented. Ostensibly, once a TLS session has been established it should be possible to disallow resets from unencrypted TCP messages, although this is not currently how the protocol is specified. Völker and Schöller [41] have shown that one can repurpose the MD5 signature option within TCP to prevent reset attacks against established TLS connections. However, to our knowledge this remains a proof-of-concept work and is not implemented in any major systems.
Conclusion
We have demonstrated three new active attacks against Client Certificate Authentication in TLS 1.2 that can allow an attacker to identify and track individual users across the internet. Specifically, we have shown these attacks can be used against Apple's Push Notification Service to track any user with an iOS device prior to iOS 11, a macOS X device prior to High Sierra or a Windows machine with any version of iTunes installed. Our attacks also apply to all technologies that use TLS client certificates for HTTPS authentication through a web browser, such as smart cards. We present several mitigation strategies for these attacks, but because the core vulnerability we exploit is built into TLS 1.2, full protection from these attacks is unlikely until TLS 1.3 becomes widely deployed.
